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Abstract
The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) has been implicated in a number of functions, including performance monitoring and
decision-making involving effort. The prediction of responses and outcomes (PRO) model has provided a unified account
of much human and monkey ACC data involving anatomy, neurophysiology, EEG, fMRI, and behavior. We explored the
computational nature of ACC with the PRO model, extending it to account specifically for both human and macaque monkey decision-making under risk, including both behavioral and neural data. We show that the PRO model can account for
a number of additional effects related to outcome prediction, decision-making under risk, gambling behavior. In particular,
we show that the ACC represents the variance of uncertain outcomes, suggesting a link between ACC function and meanvariance theories of decision making. The PRO model provides a unified account of a large set of data regarding the ACC.
Keywords Computational model · Control · Decision-making · Prefrontal cortex

Introduction
The anterior cingulate cortex is a structure on the medial
wall of the prefrontal cortex whose function is hotly debated.
It is, nevertheless, of keen interest to psychologists because
of its prominent role in processes such as reward processing, executive control and high-level thought (Heilbronner
& Hayden, 2016; Paus, 2001; Ebitz & Hayden, 2016; Morecraft & Van Hoesen, 1998; Rushworth et al., 2011). It also
is important, for the same reasons, to psychiatry, because of
its likely role in the progression of several diseases including
addiction, depression, and obsessive-compulsive disorder.
Formalized theories and models of dACC function have
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been useful throughout the history of the area in driving
empirical research because of their ability to generate testable and falsifiable hypotheses about functional effects.
Humans and animals more generally make risky decisions
regularly, yet how the brain processes risk to guide behavior
is less well understood. There is evidence that the anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC) and anterior insula signal outcome
probabilities (Berns et al., 2008) and variance (Fukunaga
et al., 2018; Preuschoff et al., 2006, 2008), but how these
signals might be generated remains unclear. Furthermore,
some individuals are consistently risk-averse, while others are risk seeking, and thus the effect of risk signals on
decision-making may vary across individuals and species.
Numerous studies have shown that the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and broader medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) generates performance monitoring signals.
Originally the ACC was understood to reflect error signals (Gemba et al., 1986; Niki & Watanabe, 1979), and
later work suggested that ACC detected response conflict (Botvinick et al., 2001; Carter, 1998). More recently
the ACC has been understood to signal the value of task
options, including cost and foraging value (Blanchard &
Hayden, 2014; Kolling et al., 2012; Shenhav et al., 2013)
and general motivation of goal-directed behavior (Parvizi
et al., 2013), as well as driving loss avoidance (Boroujeni
et al., 2021; Brown et al., 2007). While debate continues
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◂Fig. 1  a Overview of the PRO-control model. The model (Brown

& Alexander, 2017) builds on the previous PRO model by specifying two distinct processes within mPFC, namely the proactive control
(blue) before decision and the reactive control (red) after a decision.
The proactive control signal facilitates a desired response based on
predecision prediction, while the reactive control signal inhibits an
undesired response based on prediction error. b Experiment 1 task:
Monkey gambling task structure to test mechanisms of post-choice
outcome prediction. Monkeys were presented with each option
sequentially (in a randomized order) and were made to make a choice
by fixating their gaze on the desired option. The red box indicates
our interval of interest: 750-ms delay period right after the choice
has been made, followed by 300 ms of reward feedback period. (Figure adapted with permission from Azab & Hayden, 2017). c Experiment 2 task: Human gambling task design to test mechanisms of
pre-choice proactive control. Each gamble is presented with its corresponding SureThing (ST) option specified by the linear control
algorithm (see text for details). The red box indicates the pre-choice
period during which a proactive control signal is generated. Middle
row shows five gamble types, specifically designed to mutually decorrelate the formal properties of risk (variance of outcome, probability
of loss, maximum possible loss). Each gamble is presented in each
trial in a sequential order. Bottom row shows an example model input
for Gamble 1 and SureThing options shown inside the red box. Each
token value is represented by log-scaled discrete units (Nieder, 2002)
(see supplementary materials)

(Ebitz & Hayden, 2016), the ACC performance monitoring signals have increasingly been understood as reflecting prediction errors (Amador et al., 2000; Hayden et al.,
2011; Kennerley et al., 2011). The PRO model (Alexander
& Brown, 2011, 2014, 2019; Brown & Alexander, 2017)
provides a theoretical account of how the ACC and surrounding medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) may generate
predictions and prediction errors (Fig. 1a). Yet it has been
less clear how these predictions and prediction errors
might drive control of behavior related to risk.
The PRO model, especially the PRO-control variant
(Brown & Alexander, 2017), suggests two distinct control
processes within the mPFC, namely a proactive control loop
that controls decisions based on anticipated outcomes of
responses, and a reactive control loop (Braver et al., 2012)
that predicts outcomes and signals prediction errors. The
proactive control processes occur before decisions, whereas
the reactive control processes occur after decisions in the
lead up to evaluating the consequences of a decision. Prediction errors generated by this post-decision evaluative process
can lead to greater control signals in subsequent trials and
modifications of the learning rate in the model.
Past simulations of the PRO-control model have shown
its ability to capture numerous effects (Alexander & Brown,
2011, 2014; Brown & Alexander, 2017), but there are several key aspects of the model that have not yet been evaluated directly. One of the features of the PRO model is that
it is capable of making predictions at the neuron level. This
means that monkey single unit data can provide important
tests of PRO theory.

First, after the decision, the PRO model predicts that
at the neural level, there should be a population of mPFC
cells that show an upward ramping of firing rates that begin
following a decision and peak at the time of an expected
outcome. This corresponds to a prediction of the expected
outcome. Second, before the decision, previous studies have
shown that greater possible variance in the outcomes is associated with greater activity in the mPFC (Fukunaga et al.,
2018), but it is unclear whether and how the PRO control
model might show similar effects.
To address these issues, we perform here two distinct
simulations of experiments, accompanied by novel monkey
neurophysiological data. First, we developed a novel gambling task in macaque monkeys as reported previously (Azab
& Hayden, 2017, 2018, and 2020). In particular, we structured the timing of trials to isolate a period during which
outcome predictions are generated, by introducing a delay
period (prediction period) after a response has been generated but before an outcome has been revealed. This affords
a direct measurement of putative outcome prediction signals. Based on the PRO model, we expect to find cells with
increased activity around the time a corresponding predicted
outcome is likely to occur. Below, we show the actual results
of this task in monkeys and then explore their theoretical
implications in the context of the PRO model. We find that
the results are largely consistent with an account in which
the ACC generates predictions and computes prediction
errors, although the results necessitate some modest revision of the PRO model.
Behaviorally, we found previously that monkeys prefer
options with both higher expected value and higher variance
in the gamble outcomes (consistent with broader patterns
seen in this species, Heilbronner & Hayden, 2013; Farashahi
et al., 2019). In the PRO model, we simulate the proactive
control units as responding with greater aggregate activity
when the variance of an option was greater. This proactive
control signal then both indicated greater variance in the
gamble and biased the choice in favor of the higher variance
option. This is related to mean-variance theories of decisionmaking (Markowitz, 1952), but with a preference to seek
rather than avoid risk.
Second, to address specifically the predecision proactive
control processes in humans, we revisit our previous human
fMRI study with a similar gambling task (Fukunaga et al.,
2018). The BOLD signal was measured while the subjects
inspected the given uncertain options and made a response
(choice period). This measurement was then regressed to
three different formalisms of risk in the gamble—variance
of the outcomes, probability of loss, and maximum possible loss. In PRO model, the variables corresponding to
predecision predictions represent the predecisional neural
activities (Fig. 1a), thereby allowing a comparison with the
fMRI results. Consistent with the empirical results, we find
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that the proactive control signals—resulting from the predecisional prediction activities—show significant relationship with only the variance of the gamble outcomes but not
other formalisms of risk, again consistent with the monkey
empirical data.

Methods
Monkey gambling task (single‑cell recording)
The task used here (Fig. 1b) also was used in previous studies; some of the data analyzed have been published previously. The analyses presented are all new (Azab & Hayden,
2017, 2018, 2020; Maisson et al., 2021; Strait et al., 2016).
Surgical Procedures
All procedures were approved by the University Committee
on Animal Resources at the University of Rochester and
were designed and conducted in compliance with the Public
Health Service’s Guide for the Care and Use of Animals.
Two male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta: subject B age
5 and subject J age 6 at the start of recording) served as
subjects. We used standard procedures, as described previously (Strait et al., 2014). A small prosthesis for holding
the head was used. Animals were habituated to laboratory
conditions and then trained to perform oculomotor tasks
for liquid reward. A Cilux recording chamber (Crist Instruments, Hagerstown, MD) was placed over the dACC and
attached to the calvarium with ceramic screws. Appropriate
anesthesia was used at all times; induction was performed
with ketamine and isoflurane was used for maintenance.
For surgical induction, we used 10–15 mg/kg of ketamine,
0.25 mg/kg of midazolam, and 2–4 mg/kg of propofol. For
maintenance, we used isoflurane, ad lib level, set depending on active monitoring procedure. For systemic antibiotics, we used cefazolin, and for topical application, we used
standard veterinary triple antibiotic. For analgesics, we used
meloxicam, and, when judged necessary by veterinary staff,
buprenorphine. Postoperative care included close monitoring and restoration of fluid intake. Animals received appropriate analgesics and antibiotics after all procedures. Position was verified by magnetic resonance imaging with the
aid of a Brainsight system (Rogue Research Inc., Montreal,
Quebec, Canada). Throughout both behavioral and physiological recording sessions, the chamber was kept sterile
with regular antibiotic washes and sealed with sterile caps.
Recording Site We approached dACC through a standard recording grid (Crist Instruments). We defined dACC
according to the Paxinos atlas (Paxinos et al., 2000).
Roughly, we recorded from a ROI lying within the
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coronal planes situated between 29.5- and 34.5-mm rostral
to interaural plane, the horizontal planes situated between
4.12 to 7.52 mm from the brain’s dorsal surface, and the
sagittal planes between 0 and 5.24 mm from medial wall
(Fig. 1b). Our recordings were made from a central region
within this zone. We confirmed recording location before
each recording session using our Brainsight system with
structural magnetic resonance images taken before the
experiment. Neuroimaging was performed at the Rochester
Center for Brain Imaging, on a Siemens 3T MAGNETOM
Trio Tim using 0.5 mm voxels. We confirmed recording
locations by listening for characteristic sounds of white and
gray matter during recording, which in all cases matched the
loci indicated by the Brainsight system.
Electrophysiological Techniques Single electrodes (Frederick Haer & Co., Bowdoin, ME; impedance range 0.8 to 4
MU) were lowered using a microdrive (NAN Instruments,
Nazaret Illit, Israel) until waveforms of between one and
three neuron(s) were isolated. Individual action potentials
were isolated on a Plexon system (Plexon, Inc., Dallas, TX).
Neurons were selected for study solely on the basis of the
quality of isolation; we never pre-selected based on taskrelated response properties. All collected neurons for which
we managed to obtain at least 250 trials were analyzed.
Eye Tracking and Reward Delivery Eye position was sampled
at 1,000 Hz by an infrared eye-monitoring camera system
(SR Research, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada). Stimuli were controlled by a computer running Matlab (Mathworks) with
Psychtoolbox (Brainard & Vision, 1997) and Eyelink Toolbox (Cornelissen et al., 2002). Visual stimuli were colored
rectangles on a computer monitor placed 57 cm from the
animal and centered on its eyes. A standard solenoid valve
controlled the duration of juice delivery. The relationship
between solenoid open time and juice volume was established and confirmed before, during, and after recording.
Behavioral Task Monkeys performed a two-option gambling
task. The task was similar to ones we have used previously
(Strait et al., 2014), with two major differences: (1) monkeys
gambled for virtual tokens—rather than liquid—rewards,
and thus (2) outcomes could be losses as well as wins.
Two offers were presented on each trial. Each offer was
represented by a rectangle 300 pixels tall and 80 pixels wide
(11.35° of visual angle tall and 4.08° of visual angle wide).
Twenty percent of options were safe (100% probability
of either 0 or 1 token), whereas the remaining 80% were
gambles. Safe offers were entirely red (0 tokens) or blue (1
token). The size of each portion indicated the probability of
the respective reward. Each gamble rectangle was divided
horizontally into a top and bottom portion, each colored
according to the token reward offered. Gamble offers were
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thus defined by three parameters: two possible token outcomes, and probability of the top outcome (the probability
of the bottom was strictly determined by the probability of
the top). The top outcome was 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, or 90%
likely on gamble offers.
Six initially unfilled circles arranged horizontally at
the bottom of the screen indicated the number of tokens
to be collected before the subject obtained a liquid reward.
These circles were filled appropriately at the end of each
trial, according to the outcome of that trial. When six or
more tokens were collected, the tokens were covered with a
solid rectangle while a liquid reward was delivered. Tokens
beyond six did not carry over, nor could number of tokens
fall below zero.
On each trial, one offer appeared on the left side of the
screen and the other appeared on the right. Offers were
separated from the fixation point by 550 pixels (27.53° of
visual angle). The side of the first offer (left and right) was
randomized by trial. Each offer appeared for 600 ms and
was followed by a 150-ms blank period. Monkeys were free
to fixate upon the offers when they appeared (and in our
observations almost always did so). After the offers were
presented separately, a central fixation spot appeared and
the monkey fixated on it for 100 ms. Following this, both
offers appeared simultaneously and the animal indicated its
choice by shifting gaze to its preferred offer and maintaining
fixation on it for 200 ms. Failure to maintain gaze for 200
ms did not lead to the end of the trial but instead returned
the monkey to a choice state; thus, monkeys were free to
change their mind if they did so within 200 ms (although
in our observations, they seldom did so). A successful 200ms fixation was followed by a 750-ms delay, after which
the gamble was resolved and a small reward (100 μL) was
delivered—regardless of the outcome of the gamble—to sustain motivation. This small reward was delivered within a
300-ms window. If six tokens were collected, a further delay
of 500 ms was followed by a large liquid reward (300 μL)
within a 300-ms window, followed by a random intertrial
interval (ITI) between 0.5 and 1.5 s. If six tokens were not
collected, subjects proceeded immediately to the ITI.
Each gamble included at least one positive or zero-outcome, ensuring that every gamble carried the possibility of
a win (or at least no change in tokens). This decreased the
number of trivial choices presented to subjects, and maintained motivation.

Human gambling task (fMRI)
In the second experiment, human participants performed a
similar two-option gambling task. The task and fMRI data
have been described previously (Fukunaga et al., 2018), and

we describe the task here in some detail for the sake of clarity and precision.
Gambling Task Procedures
For each trial, participants were made to choose between a
Gamble (option 1) with three different possible outcomes,
or a SureThing (option 2) which guaranteed a specified outcome with 100% probability. Five different gambles were
constructed (Fig. 1c, middle panel) in order to orthogonalize
the three properties of the gamble, namely probability of
loss, maximum possible loss, and variance of outcome. This
orthogonalization ensures that the three formal properties
are mutually uncorrelated across all gambles to avoid any
confounding effects for loading the fMRI activity on one
of the formal property regressors. (All five gambles had the
same expected value.)
Linear Control Algorithm
The task also reduced the confounding effect of choice probability by ensuring that Gamble and SureThing options are
chosen with equal probability (50%) across all trials and
gamble types. It is important to ensure this equal likelihood
between two choice options, because if the probability of
one choice is substantially lower than the probability of
the other choice, then the infrequent choice will likely be
associated with greater activity in the medial PFC (Alexander & Brown, 2011; Jessup et al., 2010). This was done by
using a linear control algorithm that estimated the certainty
equivalent (CE) value. CE is the specified payoff amount
for the SureThing option for which the participant equally
prefers the SureThing and Gamble alternatives. During the
first eight trials of each of the five gamble conditions, the
ST options are narrowed based on a successive approximation method. The upper and lower bounds are initially set
to the maximum and minimum payoffs of the gamble in the
corresponding condition. Participants are presented with a
ST that is the lower bound plus two-thirds of the difference
between the upper and lower bound. If participants choose
the ST, then the ST becomes the new upper bound. If participants instead choose the gamble, then the ST becomes the
new lower bound. On the next trial with the same condition,
the ST is the lower bound plus one-third of the difference
between the upper and lower bound. After eight trials for
each condition, the initial certainty equivalent (ICE) is then
estimated as the average of the upper and lower bounds. This
CE procedure was implemented for each participant, with
five parallel adjusting procedures for each gamble to isolate
five different CEs for each. (Further details of this algorithm
can be found in Fukunaga et al., 2018).
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fMRI Analysis

Computational simulations: the PRO‑control model

The BOLD signal was modeled with a GLM assuming
a canonical hemodynamic response function. The GLM
included a total of 17 regressors: 2 constant terms, 6
motion regressors, and 9 regressors for experimental
conditions during the choice period and the feedback
period. The nine regressors for experimental conditions
were labeled as follows: Choice (all event times in which
the subject chose the Gamble or ST), Choice*P(Loss),
Choice*Max(Loss), Choice*Var, Gamble, ChoiceDur,
Acknowledge, FeedbackWin, FeedbackLoss. First, the
Choice regressor modeled the main effect of a choice
event, regardless of whether the Gamble or the ST was
chosen. Next, to explore the nature of risk-related increase
in activation, three mean-centered parametrically modulated regressors for the Choice event were included,
namely individual regressors that modeled the variance,
loss probability, and maximum loss of the Gamble. Each
parametrically modulated regressor was mean-centered
and normalized (z-scored) to compensate for the different ranges in the raw values (e.g., probability values are
smaller than variances). Gamble regressor was included
specifically to consider the possibility that there may be a
main effect of activation specifically in trials when subjects
chose the gamble option. An epoch regressor (ChoiceDur)
was also included to capture and control for potentially
confounding effects of reaction time (time on task) on
regions heavily active during choice behavior. Feedback
events were modeled by three regressors, one to designate
the time when subjects were informed that a choice was
recorded (Acknowledge), another to model the subsequent
feedback events, specifically a loss event (FeedbackLoss)
and lastly to indicate a win event (FeedbackWin).
The empirical results showed that the algorithm was
successful at maintaining the 50% choice probability. Furthermore, the fMRI analysis indicated that mPFC activity is
significantly correlated only with the variance of the gamble
offered. The regressors for other formal properties—probability of loss or maximum possible loss—were found not
to load significantly on neural activity.
In light of these results, we investigated how the PROcontrol model can account for the correlation between mPFC
activity and the variance of the gamble outcome, and the
consequent effects on cognitive control. To provide a possible mechanism for such effects, we begin with our finding
below that the reaction time is the fastest for the highestvariance gamble, while the overall CE value was the lowest
for the highest variance gamble. This suggests that at least
in this task, a higher gamble variance is associated with both
avoidance of the risky option and a faster response to the
safer option. We explore this further in the computational
model development below.

For the simulations of the two experiments, we employ the
same PRO-control model that has been reported in Brown
and Alexander (2017). This model builds on the original
PRO model (Alexander & Brown, 2011) and uses the same
set of model parameters common to various task simulations. In essence, the PRO-control model is a generalization
of standard reinforcement algorithms, and its architecture
can be specified as a three-component model consisting of
Actor, Controller, and the Critic. The detailed description
of this model can be found in the previous work (Brown
& Alexander, 2017).
In order to simulate the post-decision neural activity, we
look at the Critic component of the model, which signals
both unexpected events and unexpected non-events, regardless of valence (ωP and ωN, respectively). The Critic evaluates the learned predictions against the actual outcome in
real time, with a process that resembles a temporal difference learning algorithm, but with some key differences as
reported previously (Alexander & Brown, 2011). ωP is the
positive surprise unit, which represents the prediction error
due to an outcome that was not predicted to occur (surprise
by occurrence); ωN is the negative surprise unit, which represents the prediction error due to a predicted outcome that
failed to occur (surprise by omission). These two types of
units collectively represent the prediction error signals during postdecision evaluation.
To study the effect of the predecision neural activities, we
look at the Controller component of the model (S), which
tracks the learned response-outcome conjunctions. In particular, we focus on the proactive control signals highlighted
as the blue pathway in Fig. 1a. This mechanism combines
the information in the predecision prediction units and
transforms it into weakly excitatory signals specific to each
response.
A key property of the proactive control pathway is that
its activity is greater when the variance of the outcomes of
the gamble option is greater, as suggested by earlier work
(Fukunaga et al., 2018). The intuition behind this is twofold.
First, the gamble prospects are represented by numerical
receptive fields (Nieder, 2002). This means that a cell may
respond most strongly for an anticipated outcome of e.g.
winning three tokens, but it will respond weakly also for four
or two tokens. Second, excitatory inputs to a given cell are
underadditive here. For example, if the two possible gamble
outcomes are four or five tokens, then the cell that maximally responds to five tokens also will be weakly excited by
stimuli indicating the prospect of four tokens. However, and
this is crucial, the cell’s firing rate will be weaker than the
sum of its firing rates individually for four tokens alone or
five tokens alone. This means effectively that when the variance of a gamble option is small, the corresponding outcome
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prediction representations are activated weakly by more than
one stimulus. Thus, the summed activity across all cells will
be less than the summed activity in a case when gamble
outcomes have a higher variance and thus do not activate
cells with overlapping receptive fields (Fig. 1c). In this way,
the model layer S shows greater summed activity over all
units when the variance of a gamble prospect is higher. In
turn, this signal that correlates with gamble variance can
bias model decisions toward less risky options. The model
is described in more detail in the Supplementary Materials.

Experiment 1: Simulating monkey
neurophysiology
Results
Monkey Behavior
We examined the relationships among choice preference,
expected value, and variance in the monkeys. They showed
the expected preference for the higher expected value
options, and they also showed a preference for the higher
variance option (Fig. 2). We fit the PRO model to the monkey behavioral data (supplementary materials), and the PRO
model was able to account for these effects, as shown in
Fig. 2. The proactive control signal was positively correlated with variance and biased the choice in favor of the
higher variance options. The model simulations showed
a strong positive correlation between the expected value

Fig. 2  Monkey choice behavior (red) and PRO model simulation
(blue). a Empirical choice behavior in red based on expected value
difference between two options, fit to a sigmoid function. Subjects
chose the left option more often as its expected value increased relative to the right option. Model simulation in blue. b Empirical choice

difference and choice probability, shown in blue (r = 0.98,
p < 0.0001). This is consistent with the same finding in
the monkey behavioral data, shown in red dots in Fig. 2a
(r = 0.97, p < 0.0001). In Fig. 2b, the blue dots show a
PRO model behavioral correlation between variance difference and choice probability (r = 0.7169, p < 0.0001), which
matches the effect found in the monkey empirical data (r =
0.99, p < 0.0001) (Azab & Hayden, 2017).
Single‑unit Time Courses
We found that single units in the macaque ACC show several
distinct patterns of modulation between the decision and
outcome period, as the monkey anticipates the outcomes of
its response (Fig. 3). Specifically, the macaque data show
that a number of cells ramp up toward an anticipated outcome, while others show a ramp down toward an anticipated
outcome. Our previous modeling work with the PRO model
predicted consistent increasing activation toward a predicted
event. This occurs as the PRO model learns a temporally
structured expectation of a specific outcome (Alexander &
Brown, 2011; Forster & Brown, 2011). The PRO model simulates this as the moment-by-moment temporally discounted
sum of the expected future events, much as in temporal difference learning. Notably, however, the original PRO model
predicted only the ramp up toward the predicted event but
not the ramp down.
Given the results that we found in the monkey task,
we explored the discrepancy between the earlier PROcontrol model and the macaque results. We noted that in

behavior in red based on variance difference between two options,
fit to a linear function. Subjects chose the left option more often as
its variance increased relative to the right option, suggesting that the
subjects were risk-seeking. Model simulation in blue
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Fig. 3  Monkey single-unit neurophysiology and the PRO model
simulation of the cell behavior. a Example activities of dACC cells
during the anticipatory period. The vertical dotted line represents the
time in which the outcome is revealed. b The population of the cell
types is represented by the heat map indicating the slope of the spiking rate (red for positive, blue for negative), showing a fairly even
split between upward and downward ramping cells. c Example model

prediction error unit activities during the anticipatory period, after
which token “0” is revealed. d Overview of the prediction error units
of the PRO model. Here, the structure of the model requires the same
number of positive and negative surprise units, corresponding to each
possible response-outcome conjunction. e Histogram of the numerical receptive field peaks among monkey dACC cells, showing a range
of numerical receptive fields as posited in the model

the PRO-control model, prediction error cells are divided
into two types: unexpected occurrence (ωP or positive surprise) cells, and unexpected nonoccurrence (ω N or negative surprise) cells. The positive surprise cells are inhibited by a predicted outcome (Vi) and excited by an actual
outcome (r i). Conversely, the negative surprise cells are
excited by a predicted outcome and inhibited by an actual
outcome. The originally published PRO model made the
simplifying assumption that the baseline firing rate of cells

at rest is zero. In real neural cells, however, the baseline
firing rate is typically small but nonzero. Given the results
above, we modified the PRO-control model to simulate
the more realistic nonzero baseline firing rate (B) at rest.
This modification leads to an effect in which predictions
of an imminent outcome excite negative surprise cells,
causing them to ramp up above their baseline firing rate
toward the predicted outcome. Crucially, predictions of
an imminent outcome cause the positive surprise cells
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ramp down below their baseline firing rate, as the predictions (ri) inhibit the positive surprise cells (ωP). Thus, the
macaque ramp-up cells and ramp-down cells above can
be understood as consistent with the PRO-control model’s
previously-posited theoretical positive (ωP) and negative
(ωN) prediction error cells, respectively (Fig. 3).
The PRO model above also posits that the monkey ACC
cells will have numerical receptive fields (Nieder, 2002).
To explore this, for each of the 129 cells, we created
regressors representing each of the six possible outcomes.
Two of these were set to 1 on a given trial, corresponding
to the available outcomes, while the remaining regressors
were set to zero. We then fit a general linear model to the
cell’s firing rates during the prediction period (0-750 ms
after choice), so that the beta weights represent the firing
rate of the cell when a given outcome was possible. We
found 17 of 129 cells with significant modulation as a
function of available outcome, as measured by the F-statistic for the regression versus a constant model. By chance,
we would expect 5% of cells to show a positive result of
this test (i.e., 6.45 neurons). In practice, we observed 17
neurons (13.18%). This proportion is unlikely to turn up
by chance. In particular the probability this proportion
or a higher one would occur by chance is p = 0.00025
(one-sided binomial test). This proportion, then is highly
significant. We note that this proportion, while relatively
low, reflects the fact that our analysis is applied to all neurons in our sample, not to a preselected subset that are
task-responsive (Blanchard et al., 2018).
The peak firing rates as a function of available outcomes spanned a range of values. The results in Fig. 3e
show that the monkey ACC cells indeed had a distribution
of numerical receptive fields, consistent with the model
assumptions. We also tried another approach in which the
magnitude of the regressor for each trial was proportional

Fig. 4  Percentage of significantly correlated cells to each trial statistics. a Monkey neurophysiology. The red dotted line indicates the
threshold for significance correlation in the Fisher’s exact test. Four
trial statistics—EV, maxWin, variance, and entropy—were shown to
be significantly correlated with prediction cell activity (p = 0.05).

to the probability of a given outcome, and the results were
largely similar.
Neural coding of gamble properties
Next, we explored whether prediction-related cell activity
after the decision was correlated with the monkey behavior,
and specifically whether it correlated with certain categories
of outcome, formalized as seven trial statistics in total. An
important prediction of the PRO model is that the units in
the model correspond to the activities of specific neurons,
and therefore, it is important to show that such neurons exist.
These categories of outcome include: (1) expected values of
the gamble (EV); (2) reward prediction error, or the difference between expected value and the outcome (RPE); (3)
maximum obtainable token value within the given gamble
bars (maxWin); (4) minimum winnable token value excluding the loss (minWin); (5) maximum amount of possible
loss tokens (possLoss); (6) variance of the gamble (Var);
and (7) entropy of the gamble. We compared the total predictive cell activity during the anticipatory period (defined
as 350-750 ms after a choice was made) and tested whether
the activity is significantly correlated to any of the above
seven formalisms. Note that Reward Prediction Error (RPE)
is included as a control, as the cell activity is oblivious to
the actual outcome, which is only presented 750 ms after the
choice. For each cell included in the dataset, we regressed
the cell activity on the seven formalisms within the given trials. After obtaining the total number of significantly related
cells for each formalism, we then conduct Fisher’s exact tests
to determine whether the result significantly deviates from
the null hypothesis that the result is due to chance.
The regression analysis showed that the macaque cell
activities during the anticipatory period were significant with
respect to four of the above trial statistics: expected value
(EV), maximum winnable outcome (maxWin), variance

Blue stack indicates positively correlated cells, red stack negatively
correlated. b Results from the model prediction error units (ωP and
ωN). The units show approximately the same pattern seen in the monkey data, with the strongest correlations among EV, maxWin, and
variance
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(Var), and entropy (Fig. 4a). As expected, the reward prediction error (RPE) showed significance for ~4.65% of the
total cells (6 of 129), which corresponds to the false-positive
rate (0.05) of the hypothesis test. We then compared the
monkey empirical results with the PRO model. In Fig. 4b,
we regressed the averaged PRO-control model prediction
unit activities (ωN, ωP) to the same seven trial statistics from
the simulated gamble. Note that the overall proportions of
the significantly correlated units are higher in the model
simulation, because there is no between-subject variance in
the model unit cell activities, which would otherwise widen
the distribution around the population means. Similar to the
empirical data, the model prediction unit activities were
most strongly associated with expected value (EV), maximum winnable outcome (maxWin), and variance (Var) of the
simulated gamble. The larger proportion of cells that show
a positive correlation between gamble variance in particular
and neural activity is consistent with the PRO model results
predicting greater aggregate ACC activation with greater
gamble variance.
Interim discussion
Previous studies on ACC activity have been primarily
focused on the time period during choice and after the outcome (Hayden et al., 2011; Kennerley et al., 2011; Matsumoto et al., 2007). Yet, the anticipatory activity in ACC has
been less understood (but see Blanchard et al., 2015).
The PRO-control model (Brown & Alexander, 2017) predicted that following the decision, there should be cells with
activity that ramps up and peaks at the time of the expected
outcome. Notably, the empirical results here are consistent
with this, but we also found cells that ramp down, which the
PRO-control model did not predict. This led us to modify the
model with the reasonable assumption that the baseline firing rate of the ramping cells was nonzero, and this unmasked
a population of cells in the PRO model that ramp down as
well, consistent with our empirical findings.
The PRO-control model posited numerical receptive
fields, but we know of no prior evidence that these exist in
the dACC. The model requires these to perform the task,
and we only subsequently analyzed the macaque to look for
these and found them, as prediction by the PRO model and
shown in Fig. 3e.
We also focused on the pre-outcome activity in the monkey dACC cells and showed that individual cells can encode
for higher-order statistics of the environment, as shown by
the regression analysis. These results suggest that monkeys
generate predictions at the neural level related to likely task
outcomes. Furthermore, the PRO-control model provides
a theoretical account for how a mechanism that detects
both the unexpected presence and absence of outcomes can
explain the anticipatory activity in the monkey dACC cells.
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It must be noted that in the macaque cells we did not
find sufficient evidence that the individual neuronal level
response showed effects of the gamble outcomes, whether
better or worse than expected, after the outcome was presented. Therefore, we tentatively conclude that as predicted
by the PRO-control model, prediction and prediction error
signals may be localized at different regions within dACC
(Jahn et al., 2016). We hypothesize that the prediction activity (B – Vi, B + Vi) (supplementary materials) is localized
more ventrally within dACC, while integration with the
current outcome to encode prediction error (B – Vi + ri,
B + Vi – ri) is localized more dorsally. This hypothesis is
in line with the robust dissociation from a neuroimaging
study (Jahn et al., 2016), in which dorsal region of ACC
was associated more with prediction error, whereas ventral
regions was associated more with prediction of pain and
value (Fig. 5b). It is possible that by recording from more
ventral regions of monkey dACC (Fig. 5a), we might not see
prediction error signals. Overall, our results are consistent
with specific predictions of expected value and maximum
possible win amount, but also with predictions of other
decision parameters related to risk, including variance and
entropy, which might better guide decisions. Additionally,
our computational simulations capture these effects and
account for them as predictions about the value of various decision options as a basis for cognitive control over
decision-making.
The ramping effects we observed bring to mind the lateralized readiness potential (LRP). This raises the question
of whether the ramping activity directly controls movement
or instead serves a kind of monitoring function, for example
signaling prediction errors as posited by the PRO model.
Prior literature shows ramping effects in the medial PFC of
mice (Donnelly et al., 2015; Narayanan, 2016; Narayanan &
Laubach, 2009) and humans (Schurger et al., 2021; van Rijn
et al., 2011), but a key point is that we observe ramping signals after the decision has been made, when ostensibly there
is no action to make but only an outcome to observe. This
by itself is more consistent with a monitoring rather than an
action generation role for the ramping signals observed here
in the macaque. Furthermore, previous work with the stop
signal task shows that neural activity in the medial regions
of the ACC and SEF modulates too late to be able to control
movement (Ito et al., 2003; Stuphorn et al., 2000). Collectively, this suggests that the observed ramping signals here
are consistent with a monitoring role as posited by the PROcontrol model (Brown & Alexander, 2017).
It remains to be explored how control-related signals
might be instantiated before the decision being made. The
PRO model suggests two distinct types of control signals,
one proactive and one reactive. The ramping effects observed
after the decision but before outcome above are consistent
with reactive control. To explore proactive control, below we
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Fig. 5  Homology between monkey and human dACC. a Monkey recording sites for Experiment 1. dACC, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex. Figure adapted with permission from Azab and Hayden
(2017). b Prediction error related to pain processing task (PEpain,
red) and cognitive control task (PEcog, green), and their overlap (yellow). The P
 Ecog effect shows regions that were more active when a
more difficult incongruent task was unexpectedly present or absent.

Likewise, the PEpain contrast shows regions that were more active
when mild electrical shock pain to the middle and index fingers was
greater or less than expected. For task details, see Jahn et al. (2016).
Depicted at voxelwise threshold of p < 0.01 uncorrected, p < 0.05
cluster-corrected. Figure adapted with permission from Jahn et al.
(2016). Note that both sites are from the region dorsal to the cingulate
sulcus

consider a gambling task in humans, who on average tend
to avoid higher variance gambles rather than seek them as
macaques do (Fig. 2). In the course of this, we will explore
the nature of control and whether the control signals on
behavior are dominated by inhibition or excitation. Somewhat surprisingly, we find below that in the model, excitation dominates, in agreement with Parvizi et al. (2013) and
Bliss-Moreau et al. (2021).

of the simulation are shown in Fig. 6b. The model was fitted behaviorally to the average Certainty Equivalence (CE)
values of the five gambles from the empirical data (Fig. 6a),
as described in the supplementary materials. The model CE
was calculated as the mean SureThing (ST) value to which
the model converged in the last 50 trials, out of total 300
simulation trials with 25 different random seeds (see Supplementary Methods for more details). The comparison of
the Reaction Time (RT) results between the model versus
human behavioral data shows that, although the PRO-control
model was fitted to the Certainty Equivalence (CE) values
only, the model is able to capture the reduced RT for the fifth
gamble, which has a significantly large variance compared
to the other four gambles.
As with the monkey data above, the PRO model is able to
account for the correlations between the variance of a gamble option and both behavioral and BOLD effects observed
previously in humans. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the
human BOLD data with the simulation results. The previous
fMRI analyses showed that the Variance regressor showed
increasing loading in the right Medial Frontal Gyrus including the ACC (Fig. 7a, red) and right middle frontal gyrus/
IFG (Fig. 7a, green). We simulated the proactive controlrelated activity as the sum of activity during the decision
period in model neurons of the (SP) layer. Consistent with
the empirical BOLD result, in our PRO-control model the
summed proactive control signal (SP) showed the largest
positive loading on the Variance regressor (p < 0.001), while
showing reduced effects from probability of loss (pLoss)
and maximum possible loss (MaxLoss). As with behavioral
results, the BOLD simulation results are from an average
from 25 different random seeds of the simulation. Note that

Experiment 2: Simulating human fMRI
experiment
Results
The recent study by Fukunaga et al. (2018) showed that
greater possible variance in the outcomes of a gamble choice
is associated with greater activity in the ACC and the surrounding mPFC during the period while the decision is being
made (Fig. 7a). This study proposed that prediction-related
ACC cells may have a kind of receptive field (Nieder, 2002),
such that a wider range of possible outcomes would lead to
activation of more distinct populations of prediction cells to
serve as the computational source of the variance signal. In
effect, this would lead to a greater overall summed activation
and thus explain the origin of the variance signal, consistent
with the model mechanisms of variance signaling posited
above in the description of the first experiment. Experiment 2, a simulation exercise, begins with this proposal and
explores whether and how it might account for both neural
activity and behavior. The behavioral data from humans are
shown in Fig. 6a (Fukunaga et al., 2018), and the results
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Fig. 6  Empirical and model certainty equivalence (CE) and reaction times (RT). a Human behavioral data (N = 25). Left: Average
certainty equivalence (CE) values for each gamble. Right: Average
reaction times (RT) for each gamble. The fifth gamble, which has the

largest variance, had both the lowest CE and RT. b Model results.
Parameters were fitted to the average CE values only. Panel A adapted
with permission from Fukunaga et al. (2018). Horizontal bars above
panel A bars represent significant pairwise differences

Fig. 7  Significant loading during choice period. Risk formalism
regressor during choice. a Human neural data. Top left (red) indicates ACC region defined by significant loading on variance regressor
(Var). Top right (green) indicates IFG/AI also loading on the variance
regressor. Other regressors were not significant. The ACC and IFG/
AI regions of interest were defined with a separate data set (Fuku-

naga et al., 2012). The vertical bar chart reflects the ROIs shown,
not just the peak voxel. The inset shows the respective brain regions
defined by significant loading on Variance regressor (voxel-wise min
Z = 3.40, max Z = 4.30). b Simulation results also showed significant loading to variance only. Panel A adapted with permission from
Fukunaga et al. (2018)
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the minimal error bars for the model (Fig. 7b) are due to the
lack of intersubject variability, as the model parameters were
fitted to the average CE values.
Discussion of Experiment 2
In this modeling study, the goal was to simulate both the
behavioral data and neural correlates of risk, formalized as
the variance of the possible outcomes. The previous study
by Fukunaga et al. (2018) showed that the variance was
a primary representation of risk, more so than loss probability or maximum possible loss, at least in the insula/IFG
(Preuschoff et al., 2006, 2008) and mPFC region, including
the ACC. We show how these effects might come to be.
Specifically, the underadditive interaction of neural activity representing likely but uncertain outcomes provides a
computational mechanism for the source of the variance
signal, such that when the receptive fields overlap, there is
less overall summed activity. In effect, the model speeds up
responses when variance is higher (lower RT), while also
reducing risk appetite (lower CE).
Furthermore, our results shed light on a mechanism by
which the proactive control effect could operate anatomically in the mPFC region. The proactive control effect could
either be excitatory or inhibitory in the PRO-control model,
yet here we show that the best fit to the data involves more
excitatory control signals, biasing decisions toward a less
risky option. If control is driven from the mPFC to cause
effects in the DLPFC, our results suggest that the effect
of control is at least as much activation as inhibition. This
appears somewhat at odds with the findings of Medalla and
Barbas (2009), who reported that medial to lateral PFC projections are primarily inhibitory in rhesus monkeys. Yet, it
is possible that such anatomically inhibitory structures could
serve to trigger a phase-instantiated oscillation, resulting in a
functionally excitatory signals through neural synchronization (Cobb et al., 1995). This is consistent with our modelling work, which predicts that functional connectivity from
mPFC to lPFC is excitatory, in line with the medial-lateral
functional connectivity observed in a hierarchical task in
humans (Zarr & Brown, 2016). The greater role of the excitatory signals as predicted by the model is consistent with
the view that ACC provides a motivational signal toward a
goal (Holroyd & Yeung, 2012; Kolling et al., 2012; Parvizi
et al., 2013; Walton et al., 2003). Our modeling results suggest a resolution of how to reconcile motivation of extended
behavior with inhibitory control: mPFC activity that drives
risk avoidance does so not by inhibiting the risky choice but
rather by exciting representations of the alternative, safer
choice.
It is also worth noting that in the PRO-control model, the
prediction and prediction error units are separate from the
control pathways. This is consistent with the dorsal/ventral

distinction such that prediction errors are found more dorsally in BA32/8 while affective responses are found more
ventrally in BA24 (Jahn et al., 2016). This distinction also is
suggested by Kolling et al. (2016) and is described in Brown
and Alexander (2017).

General Discussion
In the above simulations of two experiments, we have sought
to bring together monkey and human constraints on the
PRO model to form a unified account of ACC function in
risky decision making. We have provided here a number of
new results that go beyond previous analyses of the existing data sets. While the data have been reported previously,
the analyses presented here are largely new, including the
ramping effects in monkey cells, the monkey behavioral risk
preference effects, the numerical receptive fields, and the
accounts of all of these effects as well as previously analyzed effects by the PRO-control model. In particular, the
monkey data clarify the performance monitoring functions
of prediction and prediction error, while the human data
clarify the function of proactive control in decision-making, especially as it involves the variance of the uncertain
prospects. Crucially, we have provided a computational
mechanism for the source of the variance signal, which in
turn influences choice behavior through excitatory control
signals toward more risky options (in monkeys) and less
risky options (in humans). This was achieved through two
main a priori assumptions of the model: that each gamble
option is represented by the numerical receptive fields in
ACC, which allow for the spreading activation of nearby
options, and that the interaction of those excitation signals
in ACC is underadditive, which results in a greater overall
summed activation for the wider range of possible outcomes
with higher variance.
In this framework, a given cell is maximally activated by
a particular possible outcome value (the preferred value of
the cell), such that the overall summed activation across a
population of cells is stronger when more distinct populations of prediction cells are activated. Conversely, in the
model, a lower variance gamble results in an overlapping
activation of the same cell populations to represent the fewer
possible outcomes, leading to a weaker overall activation
due to the underadditive filter. Behaviorally, the stronger
overall activation in the prediction unit by a more risky,
higher variance gamble in turn biased the choice behavior
toward one option. The direction of this bias was opposite
for monkeys and human: for the monkeys, the subjects
exhibited risk-seeking behavior after which the individual
neuronal activities were highly correlated with variance
of the gamble during the outcome prediction period. In
contrast, the association between BOLD activities and the
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variance of the gamble during prechoice period directed the
human participants to exhibit risk-avoidant behavior. This is
reflected in the model as negative proactive control weights
(WF) in monkeys and positive for humans.The risk attitude
difference between humans and macaques may be a species
difference, but macaques as well as humans can display different risk attitudes depending on the task and environment
(Farashahi et al., 2018), so the difference between humans
and macaques may be a function of task and environment
differences rather than species differences.
Our modelling work makes several testable predictions
for future studies. First, we have presented preliminary evidence for the existence of numerical receptive fields based
on reanalysis of monkey data, but this could be further
explored in later studies. Second, a number of effects have
been reported in the ACC, such as errors, conflict, prediction
errors, foraging value, difficulty, and others (Heilbronner &
Hayden, 2016), but in principle these could be derived from
scalar signals—for example a coordinated change in dopamine cell signaling from the midbrain. Our results suggest a
different possibility, namely that neurons in ACC represent
a rich and specific variety of signals as a vector of representations rather than as a scalar, and which are combined to
generate correspondingly specific performance monitoring
signals by individual neurons. Future work might probe the
nature of representations in ACC in more details, for example with single unit recording or representational similarity analysis with fMRI. Relatedly, the model predicts that
individual ACC cells will show underadditive interactions
to specific task-relevant stimuli, as a basis for the variance
effect.
Also, the model predicts that there will be roughly equal
number of negative and positive surprise cells in ACC. Our
model posits that these two types of cells ramp up and down
respectively during the outcome monitoring period, due to
excitation and inhibition by the predicted outcome signals.
We explored this question in the present data set. Our results
show the ramping effects prior to the outcome, but we lacked
sufficient power to provide definitive results about cell activity modulation after the outcome, as would be expected of
prediction errors. Our results in Fig. 3 and the PRO model
framework together suggest that we would expect to find
roughly equal numbers of cells that are excited and inhibited
by the actual outcome signal. Finally, the model predicts
that the functional connections from the ACC to the motor
regions will be excitatory, as this yielded the best model fit
to the human behavioral data.
The PRO-control model, and its predecessor the PRO
model, have already accounted for an extensive body of
empirical results. In earlier work (Alexander & Brown,
2011, 2014; Brown & Alexander, 2017; Vassena et al.,
2020), we and others showed that the PRO model could
account for effects of response conflict (Carter, 1998), errors,
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error likelihood, error reversals (Jessup et al., 2010), environmental volatility (Behrens et al., 2007), the ERN and its
relation to reaction time, stimulus frequency, the mismatch
negativity, Bayesian surprise, and data suggesting anticipatory ramping effects in single units in the medial prefrontal
cortex (Amador et al., 2000; Shidara & Richmond, 2002).
Additionally, the anterior cingulate cells may play a role in
dopamine ramping (Fiorillo et al., 2003) via the striosomal
cells of the striatum, which receive input from only a few
selective areas including the anterior cingulate (Eblen &
Graybiel, 1995). The present results add to these simulations, showing that the PRO-control model can now account
for additional effects as demonstrated above, including the
effects of gamble variance (Preuschoff et al., 2006, 2008),
numerical receptive fields, and the anticipatory single units
that ramp up versus down toward predicted events, in a manner that correlates with formal properties of choice prospects. The PRO-control model can thus account for a wide
range of empirical effects.
Furthermore, we can distinguish some differences
regarding which PRO-control model mechanisms account
for which effects. As described in previous work, the PROcontrol model accounts for apparent conflict effects as resulting from a prediction of two likely outcomes instead of one
rather than conflict per se (Alexander & Brown, 2011).
Apparent difficulty effects are seen to result from greater
prediction error signals when both outcomes are equally
likely (Brown & Alexander, 2017), and likewise the many
various reported ACC effects can be accounted for by specific (and distinct) PRO-control model mechanisms (Alexander & Brown, 2011, 2014; Brown & Alexander, 2017). The
mechanisms that produce variance effects here are distinct
from those that produce apparent conflict, difficulty, foraging
value, error likelihood, volatility, and other effects.
There are other theories and models of the ACC, including signals of conflict monitoring (Botvinick et al., 2001),
difficulty, the expected value of control (Shenhav et al.,
2013, 2014), foraging value, volatility (Behrens et al., 2007),
and adaptive control of action (Bekolay et al., 2014). These
models generally treat a smaller set of specific empirical
effects, and they have motivated a substantial amount of
further empirical research and model-building, including
our own. Overall, the PRO-control model can simulate
essentially all of the empirical effects and with better fits to
empirical data (Vassena et al., 2020), and it suggests a resolution to some ongoing controversies (Brown & Alexander,
2017; Kolling et al., 2016).
Our results have broader implications for our understanding of a range of clinical disorders. For example, obsessive
compulsive disorder (OCD) can be ameliorated by surgical
lesions to ACC (Brown et al., 2016). Our results suggest
that this may be due to failures of both proactive and reactive control, and in particular excess activity related to the
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prediction of aversive outcomes. Similarly, our previous
work (Krawitz et al., 2011) showed that predictions and prediction errors show aberrations in individuals with schizophrenia. The current work suggests the pathways by which
predictions that are not consistent with reality may lead to
inappropriate reactive and proactive control signaling. Additionally, addiction has aspects of both risk seeking and risk
aversion (Alexander & Brown, 2015). Our results suggest
how the ACC may signal too weakly the risk associated with
taking drugs, and it may signal too strongly the risk of aversive bodily states due to failure of obtaining drugs.

Conclusions
To elucidate possible mechanisms of decision-making
involving risk, our study has investigated two separate processes: postdecision evaluative process and predecision control process. The monkey neurophysiological data and the
model simulation during the postdecision period suggest that
predictions about the value of various decision options are
encoded at the neural level. Furthermore, the results during
the pre-decision control period clarify how ACC influences
risk appetite and reaction time through both excitatory and
inhibitory signals, with an emphasis on the former. As a
whole, the PRO-control model provides a broad account of
ACC function and existing empirical data, as shown both
above and in previous work (Alexander & Brown, 2011,
2014; Brown & Alexander, 2017).
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